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PINOCCHIO:
THE FAKE NEWS 

JOURNALIST



"Why do we have to tell the people what they need to hear? 
Why can't we just tell them what they want to hear?" 

– Ron Burgundy



The main difference between a real and a fake story
– except for the truth value – is their emotional profile; 
people respond to false news with strong emotion, such as 
surprise and disgust, whereas true stories are most 
commonly characterized by sadness and trust.*

We respond to news with emotion

*http://news.mit.edu/2018/study-twitter-false-news-travels-faster-true-stories-0308

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http://news.mit.edu/2018/study-twitter-false-news-travels-faster-true-stories-0308&h=ATMHPdFdpGVxPmQ2D23sdSBwsNvsZgfhzUQ6BRRy3d_tBmTDoNvdtpS0EJCG2nJZAFoD8baVypI5rNVTmjtxCewchJtYnezvYmuPDfAtTxHt


Fake is easy.
The truth is difficult.



AI has already changed the line between possible and 
impossible, real and fake – and there is more to come.

Something you previously witnessed with your own eyes 
meant it was true. Today, this isn’t the case anymore: 
whether it’s an image or a video, a story or a manifesto, 
there are only a few bullet-proof ways to prove its 
authenticity.

The new normal was impossible yesterday

We believe that anyone can create fake news, and 
Helsingin Sanomat is about to prove it.



Pinocchio is the newest HS writer.
He’s an average journalist, with a twist: He’s an AI.

Meet 
Pinocchio 



Pinocchio’s news corner

HS will create a new news section for Pinocchio. The
news on Pinocchio’s news corner are generated by HS 
readers, yet they are written by Pinocchio.

People can create their own fake news by simply giving a 
headline to Pinocchio, who will then publish a story based
on the headline, and create a personal, shareable social
media post enhanced with stock images.

In addition to publishing the stories on Pinocchio’s news 
corner, some of the fake news will be hidden on Sanoma 
news sites.



At campaign start, HS will publish 
a fake front and second page, in 
both print and online.

Fake front page



For the campaign, HS modifies it’s phrase 
”The world is beyond the headlines” to “The truth is 
beyond the headlines.” – which can be seen in all 
campaign communications, in social and display 
advertising.

The world truth is beyond the headlines







To showcase the possibilities of AI, Pinocchio comes to 
Narinkkatori to boast about his video editing skills. 

HS will overtake Narinkkatori’s main screen with an 
interactive video screen, where people can place 
themselves in the middle of world-famous events, creating 
their own fake stories.

Implemented using Clear Channel and smart phone’s face 
mapping tools.

Kamppi take-over



During the Kamppi take-over, HS will perform interviews 
related to Pinocchio’s stories, such as “Who’s your favorite 
candidate for the next Finnish King/Queen?”

These interviews will be used in social and display 
advertising.

Fake interviews



Pinocchio must die.



In memoriam: Pinocchio

In the second phase, HS declares 
Pinocchio’s death.



And publishes an obituary.

HS Obituary



In memoriam site

Pinocchio’s news corner becomes in memoriam site, 
featuring the case video which covers Pinocchio’s
funeral and highlights from his week long career.

In a a series of comprehensive in memoriam articles
HS opens about the motives and techniques behind
fake news, and underlines the importance of truth.







The life of Pinocchio,
the fake news journalist



Summary

Through creative use of technology, and with the help of 
Pinocchio, anyone can become a fake news journalist. 

The campaign showcases how little it takes to create fake
news and spotlights the importance of real and examined
information.

With anyone being able to create fake news, the truth
is often more miraculous than fiction; and the truth is 
beyond the headlines.




